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On a positivity preserving numerical scheme for
jump-extended CIR process: the alpha-stable case.
Libo Li ¨ Dai Taguchi
Abstract We propose a positivity preserving implicit Euler-Maruyama scheme for
a jump-extended Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) process where the jumps are governed
by a compensated spectrally positive α-stable process for α P p1,2q. Different to
the existing positivity preserving numerical schemes for jump-extended CIR or CEV
(Constant Elasticity Variance) process, the model considered here has infinite activity
jumps. We calculate, in this specific model, the strong rate of convergence and give
some numerical illustrations. Jump extended models of this type were initially stud-
ied in the context of branching processes and was recently introduced to the financial
mathematics literature to model sovereign interest rates, power and energy markets.
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Introduction
In this article, we study the strong approximation of the alpha-CIR process. This class
of models was first studied in the context of continuous state branching processes with
interaction or/and immigration, see Li and Mytnik [19], Fu and Li [13] and the refer-
ences within, and was recently introduced by Jiao et al. [17][18] to the mathematical
finance literature to model sovereign interest rates, power and energy markets. The
alpha-CIR process is an extension of the classic diffusion Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process
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to include jumps which are governed by a compensated spectrally positive α-stable
Le´vy process for α P p1,2q. More specifically, given a positive initial point x0, the
alpha-CIR process satisfies the following stochastic differential equation (SDE),
dXt “ pa´ kXtqdt`σ1|Xt | 12 dWt `σ2|Xt´| 1α dZt , (0.1)
where a, σ1,σ2 are non-negative and k PR. The diffusion and the jump coefficient are
given by gpxq “ |x| 12 and hpxq “ |x| 1α . The process W is a Brownian motion and Z is
a compensated spectrally positive α-stable process, independent of W , of the form
Zt “
ż t
0
ż 8
0
zrNpdz,dsq,
where rN is a compensated Poisson random measure with its Le´vy measure denoted
by ν . In other words, the process Z is a Le´vy process with the characteristic triple
p0,ν ,γ0q, where γ0 :“´
ş8
1 xνpdxq. In general, under some monotonicity conditions
on the jump coefficient, the above SDE will have a unique non-negative strong solu-
tion for any integrable compensated spectrally one-sided Le´vy process Z, see [13][19].
Here we mainly focus our attention on the α-stable case. In the special case where
σ1 “ 0, the solution to (0.1) is termed the stable-CIR, see Li and Ma [20].
The CIR and the CEV processes are theoretically non-negative and are widely
used in the modelling of interest rates, default rates and volatility, e.g. Duffie et al.
[10][11]. Therefore, in practice, for consistency reasons the ability to simulate a posi-
tive sample path is very important. The study of positivity preserving strong approxi-
mation schemes for CIR/CEV type processes has received a great deal of attention in
the literature. For the classic diffusion case we mention the works of Alfonsi [3][4],
Berkaoui et al. [5], Brigo and Alfonsi [7], Dereich et al. [8], Neuenkirch and Szpruch
[23] and the references within. The jump-extended case (with and without delays)
has recently received increasing attention, we refer to Yang and Wang [28], and the
recent working papers of Fatemion Aghdas [12] and Stamatiou [24]. To the best of
our knowledge, for jump-extended CIR/CEV models, the existing results have all
focused on the case of finite activity jumps (the jumps are governed by a Poisson pro-
cess) and results on positivity preserving strong approximation schemes in the case
of infinite activity jumps have yet to be obtained.
The common approach in devising a positivity preserving simulation scheme for
jump-extended CIR or diffusion CIR models is to first transform the solution X to
remove the diffusion coefficient and then combine an existing positivity preserving
scheme for the Itoˆ diffusions, such as the backward Euler-Maruyama scheme, with
the jumps of the Poisson process to create a jump-adapted scheme. The first order
convergence rate obtained in for example [28] is very attractive, however schemes of
this type can suffer from high computational costs when the intensity rate is high.
Unfortunately, the existing techniques for Poisson jumps do note translate well
into the case of infinite activity. This is because, in the infinite activity case, one can
not simulate individually the small jumps and transform methods will usually lead
to extra jump terms, which, due to presence of the small jumps are impossible to
simulate. Depending on the application, one possible alternative is to consider weak
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approximation schemes by using a gaussian approximation of the small jumps as
done in Asmussen and Rosinski [1] or Kohatsu-Higa and Tankov [26].
In the case of the alpha-CIR process, one is able to obtain some results in this
direction. We propose an implicit approximation scheme in (1.3), which extends the
scheme proposed in Alfonsi [3] and Brigo and Alfonsi [7] for the classic diffusion
CIR process. This method depends strongly on the fact that the diffusion coefficient
gpxq is a square root, which allows one to device a positivity preserving implicit
scheme by solving a quadratic equation.
Although the derivation of the current scheme follows closely the idea presented
in [3][7], the inclusion of an infinite activity jump process makes the scheme behave
very differently to the classic implicit scheme for the diffusion CIR model, and the
proof of convergence is technically more difficult.
In the diffusion case, the discriminate of the previously mentioned quadratic equa-
tion is non-negative if the condition a´σ21 {2ą 0 is satisfied. In the proposed scheme,
the support of the discriminate is bounded below only in the case where Z has finite
activity jumps (Type A) or is of finite variation and has infinite activity jumps (Type
B). In the case where Z is of infinite variation (Type C) and therefore has infinite ac-
tivity jumps, there is no hope of finding a set of conditions on the parameters a,k,σ1,
σ2,α and the grid size such that the discriminate is non-negative. This issue is re-
solved by taking the absolute value of the constant term in the quadratic equation,
which ensures the non-negativity of the discriminate and thus the existence of an
unique positive root (Descartes’ Sign Rule).
We point out that in the diffusion case, by using more advanced techniques, c.f.
Hefter and Herzwurm [16], it is possible to relax the condition a´σ21 {2 ą 0. How-
ever, it is not clear if these techniques can be translated to the jump-extended setting.
Here the condition a´σ21 {2 ą 0 is essential in controlling the probability that the
discriminate is negative in Lemma 2.1. The case α “ 2 is not studied in this work,
this is because for α “ 2 the alpha-CIR can be reduced to the diffusion CIR (see Jiao
et al. [17]) and one can refer to previously mentioned works on the diffusion case.
Unfortunately, depending on the integrability of Z, in order to obtain strong con-
vergence of the proposed scheme, our methodology requires one to first modify the
jump coefficient and the rate of convergence is obtained in two steps. That is we first
truncate and consider the bounded jump coefficient given by hpxq “ mint|x| 1α ,Hu,
for some arbitrarily large constant H ą 1, and then compute the strong rate of conver-
gence in Theorem 2.7 for the approximation scheme XH,n of the truncated alpha-CIR
process XH , i.e. the solution to (0.1) with jump coefficient mint|x| 1α ,Hu. Then we
compute in Theorem 2.8 the strong rate of convergence of the truncated alpha-CIR
process XH towards the alpha-CIR process X as H Ò 8. Finally, by carefully select-
ing H as a function of the grid size, we obtain for
?
2 ă α ă 2 the overall rate of
convergence in Corollary 2.9.
To this end, it is worth pointing out that the jump coefficient is truncated for
purely technical reasons. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, there are no results on
Euler-Maruyama schemes for (symmetric) α-stable processes with unbounded jump
coefficient, e.g. Hashimoto [14] and Hashimoto and Tsuchiya [15]. On the other hand,
we note that truncation of the jump coefficient h is not needed in the case where
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Z is square integrable. For example, when Z is compensated Poisson process or a
compensated spectrally positive tempered α-stable process for α P p1,2q.
Finally, we mentioned that the current problem can potentially be treated using
the symmetrized Euler-Maruyame scheme studied Diop [9], Berkaoui et al. [5] and
Bossy and Diop [6]. However, local time techniques used in [5] [6] [9] do not translate
well to our setting. This is due to the lack of a suitable version of the Itoˆ-Tanaka
formula for α-stable process or in general, Le´vy processes of infinite variation.
Notations and Assumptions
We work on a usual filtered probability space pΩ ,F ,Pqwith a filtration F“ pFtqtě0,
and we assume that all the processes considered are adapted to this filtration. For any
0ď să t, the integral with upper limit t and lower limit s is understood as a integral
over the interval ps, ts. Given the terminal time T , we consider an equally spaced grid
pin :“ tpt0, . . . , tnq : 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă tn “ Tu and set ηptq :“ ti for t P pti, ti`1s. In
addition, for i“ 0, . . . ,n´1, we require the condition that 1` k∆ ti ą 0 where ∆ ti “
ti`1´ ti. Given a process X , the negative part of X is denoted by X´ :“maxt0,´Xu
and for i “ 0, . . . ,n´ 1, we set ∆Xti :“ Xti`1 ´Xti . The Le´vy measure of Z will be
denoted by ν and the drift of Z is denoted by γ0 “´
ş8
1 xνpdxq. For general results on
Le´vy processes we refer to Sato [25] and Applebaum [2]. In estimation, we often use
C, C1, C2, C0 or c to denote constants, which may change from line to line. Subscripts
will be used to indicate dependence of the constant on other parameters.
1 An implicit scheme for the truncated alpha-CIR process
Given a positive initial point x0, we let hpxq “mint|x| 1α ,Hu, for some arbitrarily large
constant H ą 1, we consider the solution to the stochastic differential equation
dXHt “
`
a´ kXHt
˘
dt`σ1|XHt |
1
2 dWt `σ2hpXHt´qdZt , (1.1)
where a, σ1,σ2 are non-negative parameters with a´σ21 {2 ą 0, k P R, α P p1,2q.
The process W is a Brownian motion and Z is a compensated spectrally positive α-
stable Le´vy process with Le´vy measure ν , independent of W . In order to derive a
positivity preserving scheme for the truncated process XH , we take our inspiration
from Alfonsi [3] or more generally Milstein et al. [22] by considering the implicit
scheme, rXH,nt0 “ x0, for i“ 0, . . . ,n´1
∆ rXH,nti “ pa´σ21 {2´ krXH,nti`1q∆ ti`σ1|rXH,nti`1 | 12∆Wti `σ2hprXH,nti q∆Zti , (1.2)
where the extra term pσ21 {2q∆ ti stems from the quadratic variation of
?
XH and W .
Remark 1.1 In equation (1.2), the discretisation scheme is made implicit in the drift
and the diffusion coefficient, but not in the jump coefficient h. It is important that the
scheme is not implicit in the jump coefficient. Otherwise there will be another extra
adjustment term stemming from the quadratic variation of
?
XH and Z, which can not
be simulated unless the time and size of each individual jump can be simulated.
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For every i “ 0, . . . ,n´ 1, by setting x2 “ rXH,nti`1 in (1.2), one can obtain the fol-
lowing quadratic equation in x,
p1` k∆ tiqx2´σ1∆Wtix´prXH,nti `pa´σ21 {2q∆ ti`σ2hprXH,nti q∆Ztiq “ 0,
which has a unique non-negative solution if the discriminate is non-negative, or under
a slightly strong condition, the processrXH,nti ` `a´σ21 {2˘∆ ti`σ2hprXH,nti q∆Zti , i“ 0,1, . . . ,n´1
is non-negative. However the above can be negative as the drift γ0 of Z is negative.
In the case where Z is a compensated spectrally positive α-stable process, or in
general a Le´vy process of infinite variation (Le´vy process of Type C), the support of
the process Z is not bounded below (see Theorem 24.10 (iii) in Sato [25]). Therefore
it is not possible to select parameters so that the discriminate is non-negative. To
overcome this, we take the absolute value and consider the following scheme, XH,nt0 :“
x0 and for each i“ 0, . . . ,n´1,
XH,nti`1 :“
»–σ1∆Wti `
b
pσ1∆Wtiq2`4p1` k∆ tiq |Dti`1 |
2p1` k∆ tiq
fifl2 , (1.3)
Dti`1 :“ XH,nti `
`
a´σ21 {2
˘
∆ ti`σ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti .
The goal in the rest of this article is to derive the strong rate of convergence under
the assumption that a´σ21 {2 ą 0 and α P p1,2q. We must point out that Z can be
replaced by any compensated spectrally positive integrable Le´vy process and one can
show that the scheme converges given good estimates on PrDti`1 ă 0s and Er|∆Zti |s.
Remark 1.2 The difficulty of the current work lies in that a compensated spectrally
positive α-stable process is a Le´vy process of infinite variation (Type C). In the case
where Z has finite activity (Type A) or has infinite activity and is of finite variation
(Type B), (see Definition 11.9 in [25]), it is possible to find a set of conditions on the
parameters to ensure that the process D is non-negative. To see this, suppose that the
support of the Le´vy measure ν contains 0, (see page 148 of [25] for the definition
and properties of the support of a measure). From Theorem 24.10 (iii) in Sato [25],
we know that the support of ∆Zti is almost surely contained in rγ0∆ ti,8q, where the
drift γ0 is given by γ0 “´
ş8
1 xνpdxq. Therefore, we obtain
XH,nti `
`
a´σ21 {2
˘
∆ ti`σ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti ě XH,nti `
´
a´σ21 {2`σ2|XH,nti |
1
α γ0
¯
∆ ti.
By considering the convex function z ÞÑ |XH,nti |z over the domain r0,1s and apply-
ing Jensen’s inequality, we see that |XH,nti |z ď p1´ zq` zXH,nti for all z in the intervalr0,1s. Since 1{α lies in this interval, this inequality holds for z“ 1{α . Applying this
inequality to the above expression gives,
XH,nti `
´
a´σ21 {2`σ2|XH,nti |
1
α γ0
¯
∆ ti ě p1`σ2γ0∆ ti{αqXH,nti
` `a´σ21 {2`σ2γ0 p1´1{αq˘∆ ti,
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which is positive if 1`σ2γ0∆ ti{α and a´σ21 {2`σ2γ0p1´ 1{αq are both positive.
Hence, we arrive at a set of sufficient conditions on the parameters, given by
1`σ2γ0∆ ti{α ą 0 and a´σ21 {2`σ2γ0 p1´1{αq ą 0. (1.4)
If σ2 is equal to zero, then the second condition becomes aą σ21 {2, which is the same
as the conditions imposed on the diffusion CIR process to be strictly positive.
Therefore it is worth mentioning that if Z is the compensated Poisson process,
then one does not need to truncate the jump coefficient or modify the discriminate
once the condition given in (1.4) is satisfied.
2 Strong convergence
To show that the proposed scheme converges, we expand the implicit scheme given
in (1.3) around the Euler-Maruyama scheme and then apply the Yamada-Watanabe
approximation technique. More explicitly, by expanding the quadratic in (1.3), using
the identity |D| “ D`2D´ and adding/subtracting the appropriate terms we obtain
∆XH,nti “ pa´ knXH,nti q∆ ti`σ1|XH,nti |
1
2∆Wti `σ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti `∆Rnti , (2.1)
where kn “ kp1` kT{nq´1 and ∆Rnti (change in the remainder process) is given by
∆Rnti :“´σ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti `
σ21
2
˜
∆W 2ti
p1` kT{nq2 ´
T{n
1` kT{n
¸
(2.2)
` aT
n
ˆ
1
1` kT{n ´1
˙
´σ1|XH,nti |
1
2∆Wti `
σ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti
1` kT{n
`∆Mnti `
2
1` kT{nDt´i`1 .
The term ∆Mnti is given by
∆Mnti :“
σ1∆Wti
2p1` kT{nq2
b
σ21∆W
2
ti `4p1` kT{nq|Dti`1 |
and the fact that ∆Mnti is a martingale increment in the filtration F “ pFtqtě0 can be
quick checked as
Er∆Mnti |Ftis “
σ1
a
T{n
2p1` kT{nq2E
”ż 8
´8
x?
2pi
e´
x2
2
b
σ21 pT{nqx2`4p1` kT{nq|Dti`1 |dx
ˇˇˇ
Fti
ı
,
which is equal to zero. Hence we can conclude that Er∆Mnti |Ftis “ 0.
The next step is to compute the semimartingale decomposition of ∆Rn. The sec-
ond term on the right hand side of (2.2) is given by
σ21
2
˜
∆W 2ti
p1` kT{nq2 ´
T{n
1` kT{n
¸
“ σ
2
1
2
˜
∆W 2ti ´∆ ti
p1` kT{nq2
¸
´ kσ
2
1
2p1` kT{nq2
ˆ
T
n
˙2
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and for the last term of (2.2), we can write Dt´i`1 “: ∆MDti `ErDt´i`1 |Ftis. Finally, by
collecting terms appropriately, we can express ∆Rnti “ ∆Nnti `Anti where
∆Nnti :“
σ21
2
˜
∆W 2ti ´∆ ti
p1` kT{nq2
¸
´σ1|XH,nti |
1
2∆Wti `∆Mnti ´
T knσ2
n
hpXH,nti q∆Zti `
2∆MDti
1` kT{n ,
Anti :“
ˆ
T
n
˙2ˆ
´ kσ
2
1
2p1` kT{nq2 ´akn
˙
` 2ErDt´i`1 |Ftisp1` kT{nq .
The terms in ∆Nn are martingale differences and An is a predictable process.
Finally, the discrete time scheme (2.1) can be then extended to continuous time
by setting XH,nt :“ X¯H,nt `Rnt where
X¯H,nt :“ x0`
ż t
0
pa´ knXH,nηpsqqds`σ1
ż t
0
|XH,nηpsq|
1
2 dWs`σ2
ż t
0
hpXH,nηpsqqdZs,
Rnt :“ Nnt `
ż
p0,ts
n
T
Anηpsq ds.
The extension of the martingale part of the remainder process to continuous time is
done by setting Nnt “ ErNnti`1 |Fts for t P pti, ti`1s.
2.1 Auxiliary estimates
In this subsection, we present some auxiliary estimates which are needed to prove the
strong convergence of the proposed scheme.
Lemma 2.1. For i“ 0, . . . ,n´1 and α P p1,2q
PrDti`1 ă 0 |Ftis ď expp´Ca,α,σ1,σ2p∆ tiq´p2´αq{pα´1qq,
where Ca,α,σ1,σ2 is some positive constant depending on a, α , σ1 and σ2.
Proof. See subsection 4.3 of the Appendix.
Lemma 2.2. For α P p1,2q, we have supnPNmaxi“0,...,n´1ErXH,nti`1 s ă 8.
Proof. Taking the expectation of the scheme given in (2.1) to obtain, for some Cą 0,
ErXH,nti`1 s “ ErXH,nti s`pa´ knErXH,nti sq∆ ti`ErAntis
ďC∆ ti`p1`C∆ tiqErXH,nti s`2ErDt´i`1s.
To continue the calculation, by using the fact that D´ is positive, we obtain
ErDt´i`1 |Ftis “ ´pXH,nti `pa´σ21 {2q∆ tiqEr1tDti`1ă0u|Ftis
´Erσ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti1tDti`1ă0u|Ftis
ď σ2Er|XH,nti |
1
α |∆Zti |1tDti`1ă0u|Ftis.
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By taking the expectation above, applying Ho¨lder’s inequality with 1{p` 1{q “ 1
where pą 1, q P p1,αq, we obtain
ErDt´i`1s ď σ2Er|XH,nti |
q
α ∆Zti |qs
1
qEr1tDti`1ă0us
1
p
ď σ2Er|XH,nti |s
1
α Er|∆Zti |qs
1
qEr1tDti`1ă0us
1
p
ďCp1`Er|XH,nti |sqp∆ tiq
1
α Er1tDti`1ă0us
1
p .
where in the second inequality, we have used the fact that ∆Zti is independent from
XH,nti and Jensen’s inequality (as
q
α ă 1). In the last inequality, we have used the fact
that |x| 1α ď p1´1{αq` |x|{α . Therefore by using the Lemma 2.1,
ErDt´i`1s ď p1`Er|XH,nti |sq∆ ti ¨Cp∆ tiq´
α´1
α expp´p´1Ca,α,σ1,σ2p∆ tiq´p2´αq{pα´1qq
ďC1p1`Er|XH,nti |sq∆ ti,
for some C1 ą 0. From the above we recover the recursive equation
1`ErXH,nti`1 s ď p1`C2∆ tiq`p1`C2∆ tiqErXH,nti s
“ p1`C2∆ tiqp1`ErXH,nti sq,
for some C2. This gives 1`ErXH,nti s ď p1` xqp1`C2∆ tiqn ď p1` xqeC
2T .
Lemma 2.3. For all i“ 0, . . . ,n´1, there exists positive constants C and p such that
ErDt´i`1s ďCn´
1
α PrDti`1 ă 0s
1
p
and 1{α`1{p“ 1.
Proof. It is sufficient to combine Lemma 2.2 and the following inequality
ErDt´i`1s ďCσ2p1`Er|XH,nti |sq∆ t
1
α
i Er1tDti`1ă0us
1
p ,
where 1{α`1{p“ 1.
Lemma 2.4. For α P p1,2q, we have
Er|∆Mnti ´σ1|XH,nti |
1
2∆Wti |2s ďCn´p
1
α`1q.
Proof. To estimate
ˇˇ
∆Mnti ´σ1|XH,nti |
1
2∆Wti
ˇˇ2, we proceed by setting κn :“ 1` kT{n
and we note that it can be estimated byˇˇˇˇ
σ1∆Wti
2κ2n
„b
σ21∆W
2
ti `4κnDti`1 `8κnDt´i`1 ´2κ2n
b
XH,nti
ˇˇˇˇ2
ď
σ21 |∆Wti |2
4κ4n
ˇˇˇ
σ21∆W
2
ti `4κn
 p1´κ3n qXH,nti ` `a´σ21 {2˘T{n`σ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti `2Dt´i`1(ˇˇˇ .
The right hand side of the above inequality can be estimated using the fact that
|1´κ3n | ďCn´1, XHti and ∆Zti are independent and Er|∆Zti |s ďCn´
1
α . Therefore, by
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, the expectation of the right hand side above is bounded
by an integrable random variable multiplied by n´p 1α`1q.
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Lemma 2.5. The remainder process satisfies Er|Rnt |s ďCT n´ 12α or more specifically,
the process Nn and An satisfies
Er|Nnt |s ďCT n´
1
2α and E
„ˇˇˇˇż
p0,ts
n
T
Anηpsqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ďCT n´1,
where CT is some constant depending on T .
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1, that is ErDt´i`1s is exponentially small with respect to the
discretisation grid, we obtain
E
„ˇˇˇˇż
p0,ts
n
T
Anηpsqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
nÿ
i“1
Er|Anti |s ďCT n´1.
Recall that the martingale differences ∆Nn can be expressed as
∆Nnti “ ∆Mˆnti `∆M¯nti ´
T
n
knσ2hpXH,nti q∆Zti `
2∆MDti
p1` kT{nq ,
where we set
∆Mˆnti :“
σ21
2
˜
∆W 2ti ´∆ ti
p1` kT{nq2
¸
and ∆M¯nti :“ ∆Mnti ´σ1|XH,nti |
1
2∆Wti .
In order to estimate Er|Nnt |s, we note that for t P r0,T s
Nnt “
n´1ÿ
j“0
1pt j ,t j`1sptqE
“ jÿ
i“0
∆Nnti
ˇˇ
Ft
‰
.
By taking the absolute value, applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Jensen’s in-
equality and the L2-isometry to the martingale increment ∆Mˆnti `∆M¯nti , we obtain
Er|
jÿ
i“0
∆Nnti |s ď Er|
jÿ
i“0
∆pMˆnti ` M¯nti q|s`
jÿ
i“0
|k|Tσ2
n
Er|XH,nti |
1
α sEr|∆Zti |s`2
jÿ
i“1
Er|∆MDti |s
ď
” nÿ
i“1
E
“`
∆pMˆnti ` M¯nti q
˘2‰ı 12 `Cn´ 1α `2 nÿ
i“1
Er|∆MDti |s
ď
”
2
nÿ
i“1
“
Erp∆Mˆnti q2s`Erp∆M¯nti q2s
‰ı 12 `Cn´ 1α `n1´ 1α expp´cn 2´αα´1 q,
where Er|∆MDti |s ď expp´cn
2´α
α´1 q follows from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3. On the
other hand, from Lemma 2.4
nÿ
i“0
“
Erp∆Mˆtiq2s`Erp∆M¯tiq2s
‰ďCnpn´2`n´p 1α`1qq “Cpn´1`n´ 1α q
and the result follows by taking the square root.
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Lemma 2.6. Let XH,n be the scheme defined in (1.3) then
sup
tďT
Er|XH,nt ´XH,nηptq|s ďCT n´
1
α .
Proof. By taking the absolute value, the expectation and using independence incre-
ments property, for every i“ 0, . . . ,n´1 we obtain for t P pti, ti`1s
Er|XH,nt ´XH,nηptq|s ď pa`|k|ErXH,nti sqT{n`σ1Er|XH,nti |
1
2 spT{nq 12
`Cσ2Er|XH,nti |
1
α spT{nq 1α `Er|∆Nnti |s`Er|Anti |s ďCT n´
1
α ,
where we have applied Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.5 in the last line.
Remark 2.1 In the case σ1 “ 0, the estimates obtained in Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2,
Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 remains the same, and the term considered
in Lemma 2.4 is zero.
2.2 Strong rate of convergence for the truncated alpha-CIR
We present in the following the strong rate of convergence of the positivity preserv-
ing approximation scheme XH,n to the truncated alpha-CIR process XH as n Ò8. The
proof relies on a careful application of the Yamada-Watanabe approximation tech-
nique. For readers who are unfamiliar with the approximation technique, we included
some useful results in section 4.2 of the appendix.
Before proceeding, we point out that the Yamada-Watanabe approximation tech-
nique can not be applied directly to |XH ´ XH,n| as done in Alfonsi [3]. This is
due to the presence of the remainder process Rn. The differences/difficulties that we
faced here are the following, (i) the martingale representation property do not hold
and one can not hope to obtain estimates from an direct application of the Itoˆ for-
mula for Le´vy processes, see for example Applebaum [2], as the explicit form of
the martingale MD is not known. (ii) Even in the case where MD can be computed
or Z is square integrable and therefore martingale representation property holds,
the monotone increasing condition on the jump coefficients (which is crucial in the
proof of strong uniqueness in [19] and [13]) may not be satisfied. To overcome the
above mentioned issues, we notice that the strong error can be decomposed into
|XHt ´XH,nt | ď |XHt ´ X¯H,nt | ` |Rnt |. The estimate of the process Rn is readily avail-
able in Lemma 2.5, and we need only to apply the Yamada-Watanabe approximation
technique to the process Y H,n :“ XH ´ X¯H,n.
Theorem 2.7. Let σ1 ą 0, σ2 ą 0 then the strong rate of convergence is given by
sup
tďT
Er|XHt ´XH,nt |s ďCtplognq´1`Hplognqα´1n´
1
4α2 u.
Let σ1 “ 0, σ2 ą 0 then the strong rate of convergence is given by
sup
tďT
Er|XHt ´XH,nt |s ďCHn´p
2
α´1q 14α .
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Proof. Let ε P p0,1q and δ P p1,8q. We define Y H,n :“ XH ´ X¯H,n and denote the
jumps of Y H,n by ∆Y H,ns pzq :“ σ2thpXHs q´hpXH,nηpsqquz. By applying Itoˆ’s formula to
the Yamada-Watanabe function φδ ,εpY H,nq, see equation (4.3), we obtain
|Y H,nt | ď ε`φδ ,εpY H,nt q “ ε`Mn,δ ,εt ` In,δ ,εt ` Jn,δ ,εt `Kn,δ ,εt ,
where we have set
Mn,δ ,εt :“σ1
ż t
0
φ 1δ ,εpY H,ns´ qt|XHs |
1
2 ´|XH,nηpsq|
1
2 udWs
`
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY H,ns´ `∆Y H,ns pzqq´φδ ,εpY H,ns´ q
) rNpds,dzq,
In,δ ,εt :“
ż t
0
φ 1δ ,εpY H,ns´ qt´knXHs ` knXH,nηpsquds,
Jn,δ ,εt :“σ
2
1
2
ż t
0
φ2δ ,εpY H,ns q||XHs |
1
2 ´|XH,nηpsq|
1
2 |2ds,
Kn,δ ,εt :“
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY H,ns´ `∆Y H,ns pzqq´φδ ,εpY H,ns´ q´∆Y H,ns pzqφ 1δ ,εpY H,ns´ q
)
νpdzqds.
The local martingale term Mn,δ .ε will disappear after applying the standard localiza-
tion argument and taking the expectation. In the following, we suppose that all inte-
grals are appropriately stopped, and to simplify notation, we do not explicitly write
the localizing sequence of stopping times and will focus on obtaining upper estimates
of Kn,δ ,εt , I
n,δ ,ε
t and J
n,δ ,ε
t which are independent of the localizing sequence.
To estimate Kn,δ ,εt , we write it into two terms K
n,δ ,ε
t “ Kn,δ ,ε,1t `Kn,δ ,ε,2t where
Kn,δ ,ε,1t :“
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY H,ns `σ2thpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns quzq´φδ ,εpY H,ns q
´σ2thpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns quzφ 1δ ,εpY H,ns q
)
νpdzqds
Kn,δ ,ε,2t :“
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY H,ns `σ2thpXHs q´hpXH,nηpsqquzq´φδ ,εpY H,ns `σ2thpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns quzq
´σ2thpX¯H,ns q´hpXH,nηpsqquzφ 1δ ,εpY H,ns q
)
νpdzqds.
We observe that if Y H,n “ XH ´ X¯H,n “ 0 then hpXHq´ hpX¯H,nq “ 0. Therefore
we can apply Lemma 4.2 with y“ Y H,ns and x“ σ2thpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns qu, since hpxq “
mint|x| 1α ,Hu is non-decreasing. We obtain for any uą 0,ż 8
0
 
φδ ,εpY H,ns `σ2thpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns quzq´φδ ,εpY H,ns q´σ2thpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns quzφδ ,εpY H,ns q
(
νpdzq
ď 2σ
2
2 |hpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns q|21p0,εsp|Y H,ns |q
|Y H,ns | logδ
ż u
0
z2νpdzq`2σ2|hpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns q|1p0,εsp|Y H,ns |q
ż 8
u
zνpdzq
ď 2σ
2
2 |Y H,ns |
2
α 1p0,εsp|Y H,ns |q
|Y H,ns | logδ
ż u
0
z2νpdzq`2σ2|Y H,ns |
1
α 1p0,εsp|Y H,ns |q
ż 8
u
zνpdzq
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ď 2σ
2
2
logδ
ε
2
α´1
ż u
0
z2νpdzq`2σ2ε 1α
ż 8
u
zνpdzq, (2.3)
where in the second last inequality, we used the fact that h is 1{α-Ho¨lder continuous.
By applying (4.4) in Lemma 4.3, with u“ 1,y“Y H,ns ,x“ σ2thpXHs q´hpXH,nηpsqqu
and x1“σ2thpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns qu, and the fact that h is bounded, Kn,δ ,ε,2t can be bounded
as follows
Kn,δ ,ε,2t ď |Kn,δ ,ε,2t | (2.4)
ď 2
ż 1
0
z2νpdzq
ż t
0
δ
ε logδ
´
σ22 |hpX¯H,ns q´hpXH,nηpsqq|2
` σ22 |hpXHs q´hpX¯H,ns q||hpX¯H,ns q´hpXH,nηpsqq|
¯
ds
`2σ2
ż 8
1
zνpdzq
ż t
0
|hpX¯H,ns q´hpXH,nηpsqq|ds
ď 2
"
4σ22 Hδ
ε logδ
ż 1
0
z2νpdzqds`σ2
ż 8
1
zνpdzq
*ż t
0
|hpX¯H,ns q´hpXH,nηpsqq|ds
ď 2
"ˆ
4σ2
ż 1
0
z2νpdzq
˙
_σ2
ż 8
1
zνpdzq
*ˆ
Hδ
ε logδ
`1
˙ż t
0
|X¯H,ns ´XH,nηpsq|
1
α ds.
By writing XH,nt ´XH,nηptq “ X¯H,nt ´XH,nηptq`Rnt , from Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6
Er|X¯H,nt ´XH,nηptq|s ď Er|XH,nt ´XH,nηptq|s`Er|Rnt |s ďCT tn´
1
α `n´ 12α u. (2.5)
Therefore, by taking the expectation of the both hand sides of inequality (2.4), we
obtain for some C ą 0,
ErKn,δ ,ε,2t s ďCT
ˆ
1` Hδ
ε logδ
˙
n´
1
2α2 . (2.6)
To estimate the term In,δ ,εt , we again apply Lemma 2.6 to obtain
Er|In,δ ,εt |s ďCEr
ż t
0
|φ 1δ ,εpY H,ns´ q||XHs ´XH,nηpsq|dss
ďC
ż t
0
Er|XHs ´XH,nηpsq|sdsďC
ż t
0
Er|XHs ´XH,ns |sds`CT n´
1
α .
To estimate the term Jn,δ ,ε , we write
Jn,δ ,εt ďσ
2
1
2
ż t
0
φ2δ ,εpY H,ns q||XHs |
1
2 ´|XH,nηpsq|
1
2 |2ds,
ďσ
2
1
2
"ż t
0
φ2δ ,εp|Y H,ns |q|Y H,ns |ds`
1
2
2δ
ε logδ
ż t
0
|X¯H,ns ´XH,nηpsq|ds
*
ď σ
2
1 T
logδ
` σ
2
1 δ
ε logδ
ż t
0
|XH,ns ´XH,nηpsq|ds`
σ21 δ
ε logδ
ż t
0
|Rns |ds
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which by Lemma 2.6 or (2.5) shows that
Er|Jn,δ ,εt |s ďCTσ21
"
1
logδ
` δ
ε logδ
n´
1
2α
*
.
Putting this together, we obtain
Er|XHt ´XH,nt |s ď ε`Er|Rnt |s`CT
#
ε
2
α´1
logδ
` ε 1α `
ˆ
1` Hδ
ε logδ
˙
n´
1
2α2
`
ż t
0
Er|XHs ´XH,ns |sds`n´
1
α `σ1
ˆ
1
logδ
` δ
ε logδ
n´
1
2α
˙*
.
Recall that Er|Rn|s ďCT n´ 12α and we choose ε “ plognq´α and δ “ n
1
4α2 . Then by
Gronwall’s inequality we conclude that
Er|XHt ´XH,nt |s ďCtplognq´1`Hplognqα´1n´
1
4α2 u.
In the case σ1 “ 0, we choose δ “ 2 and we have
Er|XHt ´XH,nt |s ď ε`Er|Rnt |s`CT
#
ε
2
α´1
log2
` ε 1α `
ˆ
1` 2H
ε log2
˙
n´
1
2α2
`
ż t
0
Er|XHs ´XH,ns |sds`n´
1
α
*
.
Then by using Gronwall’s inequality, the fact that 0 ă 2α ´ 1 ă 1α ă 1 and choosing
ε “ n´p where p“ 14α , we obtain
Er|XHt ´XH,nt |s ďC
"
ε
2
α´1`
ˆ
1` 2H
ε log2
˙
n´
1
2α2
*
ďCHn´p 2α´1q 14α .
It is clear that the upper bound is independent of the localizing sequence of stop-
ping times, the final result then holds by Fatou’s Lemma.
Remark 2.2 The condition that the jump coefficient h is bounded is only used in the
estimation of Kn,δ ,ε,2 in equation (2.6). The boundedness condition is used to make up
for the lack of knowledge on the integrability of XH,n for H P R`Yt8u. We claim
that if one can show for β P p1,αq, that supnEr|XH,nt |β s ă 8 for H “ 8 then the
strong rate of convergence can be obtained for certain range of values of α without
first having to truncate the jump coefficient. However, it appears that uniform bound
on the β -th moment of the approximation process XH,n is difficult to obtain, however
for the theoretical process XH and X , one can show that for all β P r1,αq we have
Er|XHt |β s ă8 and Er|Xt |β s ă8. This result is given in Lemma 4.1 and is needed in
the next subsection to study the convergence of the truncated alpha-CIR XH towards
the alpha-CIR process X as H Ò 8.
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2.3 Convergence of the truncated alpha-CIR to the alpha-CIR
Theorem 2.8. Assume that α P p?2,2q, σ1 ą 0 and σ2 ą 0 then there exists C ą 0
such that for any H ą 1,
sup
tďT
Er|Xt ´XHt |s ďCplogHq´1.
Assume that α P p?2,2q, σ1 “ 0 and σ2 ą 0 then for any p P p0,α2´2q, there exists
CT,p ą 0 such that for any H ą 1,
sup
tďT
Er|Xt ´XHt |s ďCT,pH´pp1´α{2q,
where CT,p converges to infinity as p Ò pα2´2q.
Proof. Let ε P p0,1q and δ P p1,8q. We define Y H :“ X ´XH and denote the jumps
of Y H by ∆Y Hs pzq :“ σ2t|Xs| 1α ´ hpXHs quz. By a similar arguments of the proof of
Theorem 2.7, we obtain
Er|Xt ´XHt |s ď ε`Erφδ ,εpY Ht qs “ ε`ErIδ ,εt s`ErJδ ,εt s`ErKδ ,εt s,
where we have set
Iδ ,εt :“
ż t
0
φ 1δ ,εpY Hs´qp´kXs` kXHs qds, Jδ ,εt :“
σ21
2
ż t
0
φ2δ ,εpY Hs q||Xs|
1
2 ´|XHs |
1
2 |2ds,
Kδ ,εt :“
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY Hs `∆Y Hs pzqq´φδ ,εpY Hs q´∆Y Hs pzqφ 1δ ,εpY Hs q
)
νpdzqds.
To estimate Kδ ,εt , we write it into two terms K
δ ,ε
t “ Kδ ,ε,1t `Kδ ,ε,2t where
Kδ ,ε,1t :“
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY Hs `σ2t|Xs|
1
α ´|XHs |
1
α uzq´φδ ,εpY Hs q
´σ2tXs´XHs uzφ 1δ ,εpY Hs q
)
νpdzqds
Kδ ,ε,2t :“
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY Hs `σ2t|Xs|
1
α ´hpXHs quzq´φδ ,εpY Hs `σ2t|Xs|
1
α ´|XHs |
1
α uzq
´σ2tXHs ´hpXHs quzφ 1δ ,εpY Hs q
)
νpdzqds.
To estimate Kδ ,ε,1t , apply Lemma 4.2 with y“Y Hs , x“ σ2t|Xs| 1α ´hpXHs qu and u“ 1,ż 8
0
!
φδ ,εpY Hs `σ2t|Xs|
1
α ´|XHs |
1
α uzq´φδ ,εpY Hs q´σ2tXs´XHs uzφ 1δ ,εpY Hs q
)
νpdzq
ď 2σ
2
2 ||Xs|
1
α ´|XHs | 1α |21p0,εsp|Y Hs |q
|Y Hs | logδ
ż 1
0
z2νpdzq`2σ2||Xs| 1α ´|XHs |
1
α |1p0,εsp|Y Hs |q
ż 8
1
zνpdzq
ď 2σ
2
2 ε
2
α´1
logδ
ż 1
0
z2νpdzq`2σ2ε 1α
ż 8
1
zνpdzq. (2.7)
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By applying (4.4) in Lemma 4.3, with u“ 1,y“Y Hs ,x“ σ2t|Xs| 1α ´hpXHs qu and
x1 “ σ2t|Xs| 1α ´|XHs | 1α u, Kδ ,ε,2t can be bounded as follows
Kδ ,ε,2t ď |Kδ ,ε,2t |
ď 2
ż 1
0
z2νpdzq
ż t
0
δ
ε logδ
!
σ22 ||XHs |
1
α ´hpXHs q|2
` σ22 ||Xs|
1
α ´|XHs |
1
α | ¨ ||XHs |
1
α ´hpXHs q|
)
ds
`2σ2
ż 8
1
zνpdzq
ż t
0
||XHs |
1
α ´hpXHs q|2ds.
The assumption α P p?2,2q implies for any p P p0,α2´2q we have p`2α ă α . From
Lemma 4.1, Xt and XHt has
p`2
α -th moment, thus we have
Er||XHs |
1
α ´hpXHs q|2s`Er||Xs|
1
α ´|XHs |
1
α | ¨ ||XHs |
1
α ´hpXHs q|s
“ Er||XHs |
1
α ´H|21t|XHs | 1α ěHus`Er||Xs|
1
α ´|XHs |
1
α | ¨ ||XHs |
1
α ´H|1t|XHs | 1α ěHus
ď Er|XHs |
2
α 1t|XHs |
1
α ěHus`Erp||Xs|
1
α |XHs |
1
α `|XHs |
2
α |q1t|XHs | 1α ěHus
ď 2H´pEr|XHs |
p`2
α s`H´pEr|Xs| 1α |XHs |
p`1
α s
ď 2H´pEr|XHs |
p`2
α s`H´pEr|Xs| p`2α s 1p`2Er|XHs |
p`2
α s p`1p`2
ďCT,pH´p,
for some CT,p which explodes as p Ò pα2´ 2q (see (4.1) in Lemma 4.1). Therefore,
Kδ ,ε,2t is bounded by
2
"ˆ
2σ2
ż 1
0
z2νpdzq
˙
_σ2
ż 8
1
zνpdzq
*ˆ
δ
ε logδ
`1
˙
CT,pH´p. (2.8)
To estimate Iδ ,εt and J
δ ,ε
t , we write
Iδ ,εt ď k
ż t
0
|Xs´XHs |ds and Jδ ,εt ďσ
2
1
2
ż t
0
φ2δ ,εpY Hs q||Y Hs |dsď
σ21
logδ
.
Putting this together, we obtain
Er|Xt ´XHt |s ď ε`CT,p
!ε 2α´1
logδ
` ε 1α `
ˆ
1` δ
ε logδ
˙
H´p
`
ż t
0
Er|Xs´XHs |sds` σ
2
1
logδ
)
.
By choosing ε “ plogHq´1 and δ “ H´p{2, and using Gronwall’s inequality,
sup
tďT
Er|Xt ´XHt |s ďCT,pplogHq´1.
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Similarly, for α P p?2,2q, σ1 “ 0, we choose δ “ 2, ε “ H´q where q“ α p{2,
Er|Xt ´XHt |s ďCT,p
!
ε
2
α´1`
ˆ
1` 2
ε log2
˙
H´p
)
ďCT,pH´pp1´α{2q,
where again the constant CT,p explodes as p Ò pα2 ´ 2q. It is clear that the upper
bound is independent of the localizing sequence of stopping times, the final result
then holds by Fatou’s Lemma.
Corollary 2.9. Assume that α P p?2,2q, σ1 ą 0 and σ2 ą 0. We let r “ 18α2 , then
there exists C ą 0 such that
sup
tďT
Er|Xt ´Xnr ,nt |s ďCplognq´1.
Assume that α P p?2,2q, σ1 “ 0 and σ2 ą 0 then for any p P p0,α2´2q, then there
exists CT,p ą 0 such that
sup
tďT
Er|Xt ´Xn`,nt |s ďCT,p n´L
where `“ p 2α´1q 14α1`pp1´ α2 q and L“
` 2
α ´1
˘ 1
4α ´ `, and the constant CT,p convergences to
infinity as p Ò pα2´2q.
Proof. By applying Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 with H “ nr,
sup
tďT
Er|Xt ´Xnr ,nt |s ďCpr lognq´1`tplognq´1`nrplognqα´1n´
1
4α2 u ďCplognq´1.
In the case σ1 “ 0, we choose H “ n` where `“ p
2
α´1q 14α
1`pp1´ α2 q , then
sup
tďT
Er|Xt ´Xn`,nt |s ďCHn´p 2α´1q 14α `CT,pH´pp1´α{2q ďCT,p n´L
where L“ ` 2α ´1˘ 14α ´ `
Remark 2.3 It is slightly unpleasant to have restriction on the α parameter and, in
the case where σ1 “ 0, to present convergence rates which depend on the parameter
p P p0,α2´ 2q. However we want to point out that these are again technical issues.
The restriction on α and the dependence of p are due to estimate (2.8), where one
is forced to use moment estimates in Lemma 4.1 as one has little information on the
distribution of XHt or Xt .
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3 Numerical experiments
Numerical experiments were performed to study the strong rate of convergence of
the implicit approximation scheme XH,n give in (1.3). Note that here we ignored
the truncation constant H, since one is bounded, by design, by the largest number
possible on a given computer architecture. In the following, the terminal time is T “ 1
and to illustrate the rate of convergence we compute
Er|XH,2nT ´XH,nT |s «
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
|XH,2nT ´XH,nT |
using N “ 220. The implicit scheme XH,n is simulated using n“ 2 j, for j“ 7,8,9,10.
The log-log plots of the error against grid size are given for some parameter values.
Fig. 3.1 log-log plots illustrating the convergence of the scheme. The red line is the reference line with
slop 1{2. The graph on the left is generated with parameters σ1 “ 0.4, σ2 “ 0.5, α “ 1.9, a“ 1.03, k“ 4,
x0 “ 0.03. The graph on the right is generated with parameters σ1 “ 0.4, σ2 “ 0.5, α “ 1.005, a“ 1.03,
k“ 4, x0 “ 0.03.
We observe in the above that the rate of convergence appears lower for larger val-
ues of α . This observation is intuitive, since the rate of convergence for the diffusion
CIR, i.e. σ1 ą 0, σ2 “ 0, is of order 1{2, and on the other hand, Theorem 2.7 tells us
that in the jump case, i.e. σ1 “ 0, σ2 ą 0, the rate of convergence decreases as α Ò 2.
Therefore, when combined, the worst rate should prevail. Unfortunately, due to the
limitation in techniques, we are unable to identify this theoretically when σ1 ą 0 and
σ2 ą 0, and this will be the focus of future works. For experimental purposes, in
the following pages, we present some graphs on the strong rate of convergence for
different parameter regimes.
Conclusion
In this work, we devised a positivity preserving numerical scheme for the alpha-CIR
process. We show that the scheme convergences and numerical experiments indicated
that the strong rate is likely to be of order 1{2 when α is small and decreases as α Ò 2.
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Numerical experiments - Graphs on the rate of convergence
The effect of increasing σ2
Fig. 3.2 log-log plots illustrating the rate of convergence of the implicit scheme. The red line is a reference
line with slop 1{2. The parameters are σ1 “ 0.5, σ2 “ 0.05`0.05ˆ j, for j“ 1,2, . . . ,6, α “ 1.05, a“ 2,
k “ 3, x0 “ 0.03. The graphs are to be read from left to right and top to bottom in increasing order of j.
That is, the top left graph has j“ 1 and the bottom right graph has j“ 6.
Remark 3.1. In the above, we investigate the effect of increases in σ2. We observe
that a increase in σ2 increases the magnitude of the log-error. The numerical experi-
ments suggests that the strong rate is 1{2 when σ2 and α are relatively small.
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The effect of increasing α when σ2 is small
Fig. 3.3 log-log plots illustrating the convergence of the implicit scheme. The red line is a reference line
with slop 1{2. The parameters are σ1 “ 0.5, σ2 “ 0.05, α “ 1.10` 0.05ˆ j, for j “ 1,2, . . . ,6, a “ 2,
k “ 3, x0 “ 0.03. The graphs are to be read from left to right and top to bottom in increasing order of j.
That is, the top left graph has j“ 1 and the bottom right graph has j“ 6.
Remark 3.2. In the above graphs, we investigate the effect of increases in α in the
case where σ2 is small. We observe that when σ2 is small then the increase in α
(when α is relative small) have little effect to no effect on the rate of convergence or
the magnitude of the log-error.
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The effect of increasing α when σ1 and σ2 are large and are of the same magnitude
Fig. 3.4 log-log plots illustrating the convergence rate of the implicit scheme. The red line is a reference
line with slop 1{2. The parameters are σ1 “ 0.5, σ2 “ 0.5, α “ 1.3` 0.1ˆ j, for j “ 1,2, . . . ,6, a“ 2,
k “ 3, x0 “ 0.03. The graphs are to be read from left to right and top to bottom in increasing order of j.
That is, the top left graph has j“ 1 and the bottom right graph has j“ 6.
Remark 3.3. In the above graphs, we investigate the effect of increases in α when
σ1 and σ2 are of the same magnitude and are relatively large. We observe when α
is close to two the rate of convergence decreases and the magnitude of the log-error
also increases (note that the range of the y-axis is from 10´3 to 10´1).
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The effect of increasing α when σ2 is large and σ1 “ 0
Fig. 3.5 log-log plots illustrating the convergence of the implicit scheme to the “true” solution. The red line
is a reference line with slop 1{2. The parameters are σ1“ 0, σ2“ 0.5, α “ 1.3`0.1ˆ j, for j“ 1,2, . . . ,6,
a“ 2, k“ 3, x0 “ 0.03. The graphs are to be read from left to right and top to bottom in increasing order
of j. That is, the top left graph has j“ 1 and the bottom right graph has j“ 6.
Remark 3.4. In the above graphs, we investigate the effect of increases in α when
σ1 “ 0 and σ2 is relatively large. The numerical results here are similar to those
presented in Figure 3.4 where we observe that increases in α reduces the rate of
convergence and the magnitude of the log-error also increases (note that the range of
the y-axis is from 10´3 to 10´1). This is consistent with Theorem 2.7, where in the
case σ1 “ 0, the strong rate of convergence decreases as α Ò 2.
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4 Appendix
4.1 Moment estimate of X
In this subsection, we show that for hpxq “ |x| 1α the solution of (1.1) has β -th moment
for β P r1,αq.
Lemma 4.1. For β P r1,αq, the β -th moment of X is finite or more explicitly, there
exists a constant C0 ą 0 such that
sup
tďT
E
“|Xt |β ‰ďC0pα´β q´1eC0pα´βq´1T . (4.1)
Proof. In the following, let pτmqmPN` be a localizing sequence of stopping times
so that when stopped at τm, all local martingales are martingales. By apply the Itoˆ
formula to Xβ , we obtain
pXt^τmqβ “ xβ0 `Mt^τm ` It^τm ` Jt^τm `Kt^τm , (4.2)
where we have set
Mt :“σ1β
ż t
0
pXsqβ´1{2dWs`
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
pXs´`σ2hpXs´qzqβ ´pXs´qβ
) rNpds,dzq,
It :“β
ż t
0
pXsqβ´1ta´ kXsuds, Jt :“ σ21 β pβ ´1q2
ż t
0
pXsqβ´1ds,
Kt :“
ż t
0
ż 8
0
!
pXs´`σ2hpXs´qzqβ ´pXs´qβ ´σ2hpXs´qzpXs´qβ´1
)
νpdzqds.
The martingale term Mt^τm can be removed after taking the expectation. Next we
consider Kt^τm . For z P p0,1q, by the second order Taylor’s expansion for the map
x ÞÑ xβ , we have
py` xzqβ ´ yβ ´βxzyβ´1 “ αpβ ´1q|xz|2
ż 1
0
θpy`θxzqβ´2dθ ď β pβ ´1q|xz|
2
y2´β
.
For z P r1,8q, by the first order Taylor’s expansion for the map x ÞÑ xβ and the Ho¨lder
continuity of the map x ÞÑ xβ´1, we haveˇˇˇ
py` xzqβ ´ yβ ´βxzyβ´1
ˇˇˇ
ď α|xz|
ż 1
0
ˇˇˇ
py`θxzqβ´1´ yβ´1
ˇˇˇ
dθ ď α|xz|β .
Hence, the expectation of |Kt^τm | is bounded by
β pβ ´1qE“ż t^τm
0
ż 1
0
|Xs|
2
β `β´2z2νpdzqds‰`βE“ż t^τm
0
ż 8
1
|Xs|zβνpdzqds
‰
.
Since β P r1,αq, then 0ă 2β `β ´2ď β and there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
|x|β´1_|x|_|x| 2β `β´2 ďCp1`|x|β q. Then by taking expectation on (4.2), and using
the fact that νpdzq 9 z´p1`αqdz, we see that there exists C0 ą 0 such that
E
“|Xt^τm |β ‰ďC0pα´β q´1`C0pα´β q´1 ż t
0
E
“|Xs^τm |β ‰ds.
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By Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain
E
“|Xt^τm |β ‰ďC0pα´β q´1eC0pα´βq´1T .
Finally, we conclude by using Fatou’s lemma.
4.2 Yamada-Watanabe Approximation Technique
We introduce below the Yamada and Watanabe approximation technique. For each
δ P p1,8q and ε P p0,1q, we select a continuous function ψδ ,ε :RÑR` with support
of ψδ ,ε belongs to rε{δ ,εs and is such thatż ε
ε{δ
ψδ ,εpzqdz“ 1 and 0ď ψδ ,εpzq ď 2z logδ , zą 0.
We define a function φδ ,ε PC2pR;Rq by setting
φδ ,εpxq :“
ż |x|
0
ż y
0
ψδ ,εpzqdzdy. (4.3)
It is straight forward to verify that φδ ,ε has the following useful properties:
|x| ď ε`φδ ,εpxq, for any x P R,
0ď |φ 1δ ,εpxq| ď 1, for any x P R,
φ 1δ ,εpxq ě 0, for xě 0 and φ 1δ ,εpxq ă 0, for xă 0,
φ2δ ,εp˘|x|q “ ψδ ,εp|x|q ď
2
|x| logδ 1rε{δ ,εsp|x|q ď
2δ
ε logδ
, for any x P Rzt0u.
Lemma 4.2 (Lemma 1.3 in [21]). Suppose that the Le´vy measure ν satisfies
ş8
0 tz^
z2uνpdzq ă8. Let ε P p0,1q and δ P p1,8q. Then for any x PR, y PRzt0u with xyě 0
and uą 0, it holds thatż 8
0
tφδ ,εpy` xzq´φδ ,εpyq´ xzφ 1δ ,εpyquνpdzq
ď 2 ¨1p0,εsp|y|q
" |x|2
logδ
ˆ
1
|y| ^
δ
ε
˙ż u
0
z2νpdzq` |x|
ż 8
u
zνpdzq
*
.
Lemma 4.3 (Lemma 1.4 in [21]). Suppose that the Le´vy measure ν satisfies
ş8
0 tz^
z2uνpdzq ă 8. Let ε P p0,1q and δ P p1,8q. Then for any x,x1 P R, y P R and u P
p0,8s, it holds thatż 8
0
ˇˇˇ
φδ ,εpy` xzq´φδ ,εpy` x1zq´px´ x1qzφ 1δ ,εpyq
ˇˇˇ
νpdzq
ď 2
"
δ p|x´ x1|2`|x1||x´ x1|q
ε logδ
ż u
0
z2νpdzq` |x´ x1|
ż 8
u
zνpdzq
*
. (4.4)
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In particular, if x1 “ 0, thenż 8
0
tφδ ,εpy` xzq´φδ ,εpyq´ xzφ 1δ ,εpyquνpdzq (4.5)
ď 2
"
δ |x|2
ε logδ
ż u
0
z2νpdzq` |x|
ż 8
u
zνpdzq
*
.
4.3 Estimates of the probability that D is negative
In the case where Z is an α-stable compensated Le´vy process with α P p1,2q, where
for qě 0, the moment generating function is given by
E
“
e´qZt
‰“ expˆ tqα
sinppipα´1q{2q
˙
,
see Jiao et al. [17]. The support of Zt is not bounded below and it is not possible to
find conditions on the parameters which guarantee that the process D is non-negative.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. One can estimate the conditional probability using the condi-
tional Laplace transform, and for any mą 0,
E
“
e´mDti`1
ˇˇ
Fti
‰
“ exp`´m`a´σ21 {2˘∆ ti˘E“exp`´m`x`σ2p|x| 1α ^Hq∆Zti˘˘‰ˇˇˇx“XH,nti
“ exp`´m`a´σ21 {2˘∆ ti˘exp´´mXH,nti ¯exp
˜
mα∆ tiσα2 p|XH,nti |^Hαq
sinppipα´1q{2q
¸
ď exp`´m`a´σ21 {2˘∆ ti˘expˆˆ mα´1∆ tiσα2sinppipα´1q{2q ´1
˙
mXH,nti
˙
.
By setting m as the solution to
mα´1∆ tiσα2
sinppipα´1q{2q ´1“ 0
we eliminate XH,nti from the above expression, giving the upper bound
exp
ˆ
´`a´σ21 {2˘psinppipα´1q{2qq 1α´1 σ´ αα´12 p1{∆ tiq 1α´1´1˙ .
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